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In this report, we recap the Department of Energy’s weekly report on oil inventories and related factors. We 

include our euro and inventory oil model as well. Although the inventory data will be the primary focus of the 
recap, we will add other data when required.  
 

September 22, 2022 

 

Crude oil prices remain under pressure on recession fears. 

 

 
(Source: Barchart.com) 

 

Crude oil inventories rose 1.1 mb compared to a 1.9 mb build forecast.  The SPR declined 6.9 

mb, meaning the net draw was 5.8 mb.   
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In the details, U.S. crude oil production was steady at 12.1 mbpd.  Exports were unchanged 

while imports rose 1.2 mbpd.  Refining activity rose 2.0% to 93.6% of capacity.   

 

 
(Sources: DOE, CIM) 

 

The above chart shows the seasonal pattern for crude oil inventories.  The rise in stockpiles over 

the past two weeks is contra-seasonal.  As the chart shows, we are nearing the seasonal trough in 

inventories.  The build seen in October into November is usually due to refinery maintenance.  

With the SPR withdrawals continuing, the seasonal build could be exaggerated this year. 

 

Since the SPR is being used, to some extent, as a buffer stock, we have constructed oil inventory 

charts incorporating both the SPR and commercial inventories. 
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Total stockpiles peaked in 2017 and are now at levels last seen in 2003.  Using total stocks since 

2015, fair value is $106.98.   
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With so many crosscurrents in the oil markets, we are beginning to see some degree of 

normalization.  The inventory/EUR model suggests oil prices should be around $66 per barrel, so 

we are seeing about $20 of risk premium in the market. 

 

The SPR 

In our weekly reporting above, we have been updating total U.S. oil inventories, both 

commercial and the SPR.  For years, analysts have tended to treat the two as different entities as 

commercial inventories are what is available and the SPR was only deployed in emergencies.  

Price modeling, therefore, tended to focus on commercial storage.  The separation of commercial 

and strategic stocks made sense.  However, as our above analysis suggests, we have stopped 

treating the SPR as an emergency reserve and have begun considering it a buffer stock. 

 

Buffer stocks are sometimes used in commodity markets to dampen price volatility.  When 

prices rise to a level considered “too high,” the buffer stock manager releases inventory, and 

when prices are “too low” the commodity is purchased.  In the 1970s, several commodities had 

buffer stocks, which were managed by producers.  All of them eventually failed because 

producers set a price well above the market clearing one.  Eventually, the buffer stock became 

too large, and the manager was forced to “dump” the stocks on the market, leading to a price 

collapse.  A buffer stock operated by a consumer would likely have the opposite problem since it 

would want to set a price well below the market clearing one. 

 

Recently, the Biden administration floated an idea that if WTI fell to $80 per barrel or less, the 

SPR would buy oil to refill it.  We still harbor doubts that oil will ever be purchased by this 

administration, but this recent “trial balloon” is intriguing.  If this idea becomes policy, it will 

confirm that the SPR has become a buffer stock and the government is comfortable with an $80 

per barrel oil price.  That is probably a high enough price to maintain current output, but if prices 

remain steady, the inflationary impact (inflation is a rate of change concept) would diminish over 

time.  In theory, the $80 per barrel becomes a floor, and it is unclear what price would trigger 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/energy/bidens-latest-oil-move-adds-to-his-energy-contradictions/2022/09/14/2bfc32ee-3457-11ed-a0d6-415299bfebd5_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/energy/bidens-latest-oil-move-adds-to-his-energy-contradictions/2022/09/14/2bfc32ee-3457-11ed-a0d6-415299bfebd5_story.html
https://www.cnn.com/2022/09/16/business/biden-gas-prices-spr-russia/index.html
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selling (the ceiling price), although one could imagine that a round number like $100 per barrel 

would be reasonable.  There remain numerous uncertainties about this concept, but we will 

continue to monitor developments. 

 

Here’s the key point to all this:  from the late 1970s until recently, there was great faith placed on 

markets to solve problems.  Government intervention into the economy was normalized during 

the Great Depression and WWII but the inflation of the 1970s undermined the idea that the 

government could manage the economy.  The infamous gas lines of the 1970s occurred, in part, 

due to price caps on product.  When it became unprofitable to refine gasoline at the cap price, 

shortages developed.  Markets do work, but they are focused on efficiency, not equality.  In other 

words, high gasoline prices did increase available supply and eased demand, but the burden of 

the policy fell more heavily on lower income households.  The government using the SPR as a 

buffer stock could suggest a return to the pre-Reagan/Thatcher era. 

 

Market News: 

• We want to issue a correction to last week’s report; we implied that the permitting 

element of the Inflation Reduction Act had already been passed.  It was not.  This 

part was peeled from the bill to be passed separately.  Talks on permitting are 

currently underway. 

• The government has accepted about $190 million of bids for offshore oil development. 

• The G-7 price cap idea remains untested, but the IEA notes that when the EU implements 

its embargo next February, Russian oil demand will fall by 1.9 mbpd. 

• As winter approaches, U.S. oil producers warn they will not be able to meet shortfalls as 

demand rises.  Surging LNG exports are pushing U.S. electricity prices higher.   

• For reference, this site updates EU natural gas storage.   

• One of the factors that has cooled oil prices has been weaker Chinese economic growth.  

If Beijing becomes serious about stimulating the economy, oil prices will likely rise.   

• Over the past several months, we have noted that the data for miles driven by Americans 

shows a clear reaction to higher gasoline prices.  For years, it was a “truism” that driving 

demand was price insensitive.  However, work from home and the expansion of social 

media appear to have caused gasoline consumption to become more sensitive to price.   

• As energy prices rise in the EU, manufacturing firms are being forced to curtail 

production. 

• Smaller U.S. oil firms have been aggressively expanding oil and gas production, but 

reports suggest that they have exhausted their most promising fields, which may lead to 

falling output.   

• As energy prices rise in Europe, governments are trying to address this issue.  There are 

two policy paths.  The first is to increase supply, and although that is the preferred 

solution, it is hard to execute in the short run because it often takes investment and time 

to lift production.  The other path is to ease the negative impact on consumers by either 

fixing the price and then allocating the “pain” to either producers or the government, or 

by subsidizing consumers.  The problem is, once this path has been taken, it becomes a 

political decision about who will bear the cost.  The U.K. is a good example of what not 

https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/investors-see-us-oil-between-80-100bbl-next-year-survey-2022-09-19/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/investors-see-us-oil-between-80-100bbl-next-year-survey-2022-09-19/
https://apnews.com/article/oceans-congress-climate-and-environment-30ca0d220be8c56d2051a5f1462d3273
https://www.freightwaves.com/news/g7-grand-plan-to-squeeze-russia-oil-windfall-hinges-on-tanker-shipping?utm_source=sfmc&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=as_daily_9_15_22&utm_term=G7%e2%80%99s+grand+plan+to+squeeze+Russia+oil+windfall+hinges+on+tanker+shipping&utm_id=195235&sfmc_id=280391
https://www.ft.com/content/bbea83fa-8580-46e5-b2e4-118ef632d12b?emailId=b9c29b32-5bc2-4e10-b632-b0068212eada&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.ft.com/content/bbea83fa-8580-46e5-b2e4-118ef632d12b?emailId=b9c29b32-5bc2-4e10-b632-b0068212eada&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.ft.com/content/ef4fb2b8-1b28-43f3-b34f-13e98c769e63?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosmarkets&stream=business
https://www.axios.com/newsletters/axios-markets-022a93b0-a3e3-40e5-a5a6-7b814d12e4f7.html?chunk=0&utm_term=emshare#story0
https://viborc.com/europe-gas-storage-reserves-capacities-by-country-daily/
https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2022/09/15/chinas-plunging-energy-imports-confound-expectations
https://www.wsj.com/articles/new-data-show-broad-shift-to-remote-work-during-pandemic-11663214461?st=sjchlc3klfqccgm&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/19/business/europe-energy-crisis-factories.html?smid=url-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/19/business/europe-energy-crisis-factories.html?smid=url-share
https://www.wsj.com/articles/private-drillers-are-hitting-their-limits-11663579982?st=p6860aa3h0s0csx&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/germany-nationalises-uniper-energy-crisis-with-russia-deepens-2022-09-21/
https://www.ft.com/content/a6dd88bd-59eb-461d-a173-1d6c97957351?emailId=87255e4d-37df-4fbd-ab92-cb4bad383e20&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
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to do as the support program is likely too broad, offers too much support, and will be 

funded by government borrowing.  The steady decline in the GBP is evidence that the 

markets, to quote Queen Victoria, “are not amused.”  

o Due to price turmoil, the German government has nationalized the natural gas 

distributor Uniper (UNPRF, $2.90).  Soaring natural gas and oil prices are making 

it difficult for firms to hedge their exposure, which could either lead to a supply 

crisis or a financial market crisis.   

• The lack of investment in oil and gas production is a key element to the recent rise in 

prices.  A good example of this lack of investment is Nigeria, where oil production is  

about 1.2 mbpd, down from 2.6 mbpd in 2012.  Economic mismanagement and 

corruption have weakened the incentives to investment, and since oil and gas are 

depleting assets, the lack of investment means falling output.  This investment issue isn’t 

just a Nigerian problem as OPEC+ now speaks of “production targets” as opposed to 

“production quotas,” reflecting the lack of productive capacity. 

• The recent heatwave in China has spurred coal demand and has lifted imports of coal 

from Russia and Indonesia.   

o Strong coal demand has started to trigger investment in mines that can be tapped 

quickly. 

• As we head into another “La Niña” season, Japan is bracing for a cold winter.  If the 

temperatures stay true to form, it will lift LNG demand.   

 

Geopolitical news:  

• Throughout history, Germany and Russia have had periods of economic integration, 

followed by disengagement.  Recent reports that the German government has seized three 

Russian-owned refineries in Germany suggest disengagement is underway.   

• The G-7 is preparing to implement its price cap on Russian oil.  The reason for the cap is 

that the U.S. is afraid that when the EU’s ban on insurance for tankers goes into effect 

this December, Russian oil flows will slow to a trickle, leading to a spike in prices.  The 

U.S. has proposed the price-cap idea, where Russia could still export oil that would be 

granted tanker insurance but at or below a mandated price.  The trick is to establish a 

price high enough to encourage continued production but low enough to reduce revenues.  

We remain skeptical that this plan will work, but if the EU insurance ban goes forward, 

we could see a drop in available oil supplies and a rise in price.   

o EU leaders are watching growing protests over the war and high energy prices. 

• Meanwhile, ties between Russia and Saudi Arabia appear to be tightening.   

• Protests against the beating death of a woman in Iran who refused to wear a head 

covering have become widespread, leading the government to reduce internet 

connectivity as a way to prevent organizing.  According to reports, five protestors have 

died as security forces attempt to quell unrest.   

• In recent interviews, President Raisi of Iran has made it clear that his country won’t 

rejoin the nuclear deal without guarantees that a future administration won’t exit it again.  

https://www.ft.com/content/a6dd88bd-59eb-461d-a173-1d6c97957351?emailId=87255e4d-37df-4fbd-ab92-cb4bad383e20&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/21/business/germany-uniper-nationalized.html?smid=url-share
https://www.reuters.com/markets/europe/europe-energy-crisis-may-deepen-with-looming-liquidity-crunch-2022-09-21/
https://www.ft.com/content/f69a9464-7f82-472c-95e9-37fb72cac88f?emailId=87255e4d-37df-4fbd-ab92-cb4bad383e20&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.ft.com/content/f69a9464-7f82-472c-95e9-37fb72cac88f?emailId=87255e4d-37df-4fbd-ab92-cb4bad383e20&segmentId=7e94968a-a618-c46d-4d8b-6e2655e68320
https://www.reuters.com/markets/europe/chinas-aug-coal-imports-russia-highest-least-5-years-2022-09-20/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/europe/chinas-aug-coal-imports-russia-highest-least-5-years-2022-09-20/
https://www.reuters.com/markets/commodities/coal-rush-energy-crisis-fires-global-hunt-polluting-fuel-2022-09-20/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-09-20/frigid-winter-in-japan-set-to-intensify-global-energy-squeeze
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gejGYjwgPBY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gejGYjwgPBY
https://www.ft.com/content/c1c66e25-ba3c-464e-bca8-b3fa70ebb747?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosmarkets&stream=business
https://www.ft.com/content/c1c66e25-ba3c-464e-bca8-b3fa70ebb747?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axiosmarkets&stream=business
https://www.energyintel.com/00000182-a159-d23d-a1cf-af79e0640004
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/16/business/russian-oil-price-cap.html?smid=url-share
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/16/business/russian-oil-price-cap.html?smid=url-share
https://www.politico.eu/article/europes-energy-woes-fuel-leaders-populist-fears/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/14/business/energy-environment/russia-saudi-oil-putin-mbs.html?smid=url-share
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-middle-east-62940907?utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=283604c242-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_09_19_11_04&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-283604c242-134308033
https://www.cnn.com/2022/09/19/middleeast/iranian-police-say-death-of-mahsa-amini-unfortunate-intl/index.html?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://www.cnn.com/2022/09/19/middleeast/iranian-police-say-death-of-mahsa-amini-unfortunate-intl/index.html?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://www.cnn.com/2022/09/21/middleeast/iran-mahsa-amini-death-widespread-protests-intl-hnk/index.html?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
https://twitter.com/netblocks/status/1570867826331914242?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1570867826331914242%7Ctwgr%5E548e62e0835dbc87b9f1dca937306d0db03bafcc%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bbc.com%2Fnews%2Fworld-middle-east-62940907&utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=283604c242-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_09_19_11_04&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-283604c242-134308033
https://twitter.com/netblocks/status/1570867826331914242?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1570867826331914242%7Ctwgr%5E548e62e0835dbc87b9f1dca937306d0db03bafcc%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bbc.com%2Fnews%2Fworld-middle-east-62940907&utm_source=Eurasia+Group+Signal&utm_campaign=283604c242-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2022_09_19_11_04&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_e605619869-283604c242-134308033
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/iranian-police-calls-death-mahsa-amini-an-unfortunate-incident-fars-2022-09-19/
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/iranian-police-calls-death-mahsa-amini-an-unfortunate-incident-fars-2022-09-19/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-09-19/iran-police-fire-tear-gas-at-protest-over-death-in-custody?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email&leadSource=uverify%20wall
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2022/09/19/iran-president-raisi-nuclear-deal/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2022/09/19/iran-president-raisi-nuclear-deal/
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Since the deal is not a treaty, the Biden administration cannot bind future governments to 

it.  If this position is maintained, there is little chance that the U.S. will rejoin the pact.  

Although the market may take this as bullish, in reality, we harbor doubts that the current 

sanctions are keeping Iranian oil from global markets.  Thus, the impact of failed 

negotiations may be minor.   

 

Alternative energy/policy news: 

• There is an old adage in commodities that “nothing cures high prices like high prices.”  

The idea is that high prices lead consumers to reduce demand and suppliers to boost 

output.  In the current high-price environment, most of the adjustment has come from 

consumers.  However, one area often overlooked is increasing efficiency.  A recent report 

indicated that data centers, server farms that do the calculating that fosters AI and the 

internet, tend to generate massive levels of heat that is usually vented.  However, with 

prices for energy high, there are efforts to capture this energy and use it for the 

production of steam.   

• As EVs expand, lithium, a key mineral in batteries, is in high demand.  It tends to be 

found from two sources:  ‘hard rock’ mining and evaporating brine at high altitudes from 

waters containing lithium.  The latter source is mostly found in South America, primarily 

Chile.  The former source is distributed around the world, with several mining sites in 

Canada.  A major, yet undeveloped, mine exists in Quebec.  Despite high demand and 

high prices, the mine remains uncompleted due to various obstacles.   

• Hertz (HTZ, $18.15) announced plans to purchase 175,000 EVs from General Motors 

(GM, $39.17) over the next five years.   

• Modular nuclear reactors hold the promise of expanding nuclear power quickly to less 

populated regions.  Despite their promise, industry expansion has been slow.  There are 

several reasons.  First, most of the research and development of these reactors are still in 

the concept and design phases.  This situation is still favorable, because is suggests this 

product will become increasingly available.  But for now, electricity from small modular 

nuclear reactors remains in the future.  Second, connecting to the grid remains an issue in 

some markets.  One possibility would be to site these reactors where current coal-fired 

plants reside, allowing for rapid connectivity.  And finally, even with modularity, nuclear 

power remains controversial, which tends to slow development.   

• Although key metals for clean energy are found in various places around the world, 

processing is concentrated in China.   

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/iran-president-ebrahim-raisi-60-minutes-2022-09-18/
https://www.axios.com/2022/09/19/data-center-heat-waste-cities?utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=newsletter_axioswhatsnext&stream=science
https://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2013/1006/OF13-1006.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/figure/World-map-showing-the-distribution-of-hard-rock-lithium-mines-dark-brown-circles-with_fig3_291972718
https://www.wsj.com/articles/electric-car-demand-pushes-lithium-prices-to-records-11663749409?st=fnwaidpdf1kx3jc&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/20/business/electric-vehicles-lithium-quebec.html?smid=url-share
https://www.wsj.com/articles/hertz-to-buy-up-to-175-000-evs-from-gm-11663692337?st=zl35jamu9eljm5h&reflink=desktopwebshare_permalink
https://www.energymonitor.ai/sectors/power/small-modular-reactors-smrs-what-is-taking-so-long
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• A leak at a German nuclear power plant has led to its temporary closure.   

• One of the benefits of offshore wind energy is that, unlike on land, offshore wind is more 

constant.  Despite this benefit, getting projects completed has been remarkably slow.   

• As the West builds out LNG infrastructure, there is a concern that these assets, which 

have long lives, could become stranded.   

• Policies are sold.  As governments try to sell clean energy to their citizens, leaders are 

touting the prosperity the change will bring.  Even in China, with an authoritarian 

government, there are concerns about whether clean energy will bring economic benefits.  

A related element of this goal is that governments are taking steps to favor domestic 

firms to build out the clean energy industry.  Such actions will likely run afoul of WTO 

rules.  Our take is that the trade rules will be broken, lending additional evidence that we 

are ending the current phase of globalization.   
 
 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes 
only and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  Any investment or strategy discussed 

https://oilprice.com/Latest-Energy-News/World-News/German-Nuclear-Power-Plant-To-Shut-Down-After-Reported-Leak.html
https://subscriber.politicopro.com/article/2022/09/federal-lawmakers-hear-concerns-about-offshore-wind-in-california-00055821
https://www.ft.com/content/5221d57b-72e0-4769-b186-447e2e2b8972
https://sc.mp/sjor?utm_source=copy_link&utm_medium=share_widget&utm_campaign=3192913
https://subscriber.politicopro.com/article/2022/09/bidens-scofflaw-ev-tax-credit-may-outdo-trumps-damage-to-wto-00056705
https://subscriber.politicopro.com/article/2022/09/bidens-scofflaw-ev-tax-credit-may-outdo-trumps-damage-to-wto-00056705
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may not be suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and 
financial circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change. 
 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 


